Different impacts of neck circumference and visceral obesity on the severity of obstructive sleep apnea syndrome.
Our aim was to investigate the significance of neck circumference (NC) on the presence and severity of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) syndrome independent of visceral fat (VF) obesity. A total of 219 subjects with suspected OSA underwent a complete polysomnography (PSG) study, along with the measurement of NC, and total body fat (TF) and VF levels (VFLs) measured by bioelectrical impedance analysis. We proposed NC divided by height (NC/H) as the simple index for height-corrected NC in Japanese subjects. NC/H exhibited a significantly stronger correlation than NC per se with BMI (r = 0.781 vs. 0.675, P = 0.0178), TF (r = 0.531 vs. 0.156, P < 0.0001), and VF (r = 0.819 vs. 0.731, P = 0.0203), indicating that NC/H is a better indicator of visceral obesity than NC per se. Interestingly, despite the strong correlation between NC/H and VFL, VFL was significantly associated with the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) ≥ 5, ≥ 15, and ≥ 30, but not with ≥ 40 or ≥ 50, whereas NC/H was significantly associated with higher AHI values, i.e., AHI ≥ 50 but not with lower AHI value. Furthermore, multiple regression analyses revealed that VFL and NC/H were independently associated with the square root of AHI (AHI(0.5)) levels in obese and nonobese patients, respectively. In conclusion, NC is associated with the severity of OSA independently of visceral obesity, especially in nonobese patients.